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Abstract
The open-source phenomenon has reached unimaginable proportions to a point in which it is virtually impossible to ﬁnd large applications that do not rely on open-source as well. However, such
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proportions may turn into a risk if the organisational and socio-technical aspects (e.g., the con-
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open-source forges by-design. In an eﬀort to make such aspects explicit and supported by-design
in open-source forges, we conducted empirical software engineering as follows: (a) through online
industrial surveying, we elicited organisational and social aspects relevant in open-source communities; (b) through action research, we extended a widely known open-source support system
and top-level Apache project Allura; (c) through ethnography, we studied the Allura community
and, learning from its social and organisational structure, (d) we elicited a metrics framework that
support more explicit organisational and socio-technical design principles around open-source
communities. This article is an experience report on these results and the lessons we learned
in obtaining them. We found that the extensions provided to Apache Allura formed the basis
for community awareness by design, providing valuable and usable community characteristics.
Ultimately, however, the extensions we provided to Apache Allura were de-activated by its core
developers because of performance overheads. Our results and lessons learned allow us to provide recommendations for designing forges, like Github. Architecting a forge is a participatory
process that requires active engagement, hence remarking the need for mechanisms enabling it.
At the same time, we conclude that a more active support for the governance is required to avoid
the failure of the forge.
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INTRODUCTION

1

Since its early inception, the open-source phenomenon has become an extremely eﬃcient and eﬀective example of global software engineering 1 .
However, the organisational and social characteristics reﬂecting this phenomenon are often left implicit in open-source forge support systems, or
meta-forges, such as Apache Allura1 . For example, imagine you want to make use of, contribute to or even start your own open-source communities:
What are the best ways to self-organise across GitHub? What are the characteristics of successful communities that belong to the Apache Software
Foundation? What is the average participation ratio that you’re expected to comply with in any top-level Apache Project? These and similar research
questions refer to design characteristics and architectural properties often latent in a software forge. Very little is known on these characteristics
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and how architectural properties for software forges may inﬂuence them - we loosely refer to this body of knowledge as forge design, that is,
the set of design principles, patterns and decisions that support the socio-technical and organisational aspects in open-source software development
communities 2,3 . Forge design aspects would cover, for example, the means to measure and support community informality or self-organisation
degrees or community openness. This body of knowledge is yet to be fully explored and may oﬀer a bounty of governance and design practices
for the beneﬁt of current and future software production commons, from industries to forges to crowdsourcing 4,5,6 . Exploring forge design and its
principles is paramount for many reasons 7 , e.g., to understand and tackle nasty social and organisational problems or barriers that may emerge in
large distributed software communities 8 such as distance or culture clash, shared understanding or situation awareness 9,10,11 . Also a clear overview
of eﬀective forge design principles is critical, e.g., for software practitioners to choose the appropriate community where to contribute and whose
software may beneﬁt systems under development 12,13,14 . In a ﬁrst attempt at exploring the intriguing discipline of forge design we experimented
with a once well-known forge support system called Apache Allura2 , supporting the once well-known SourceForge open-source common3 .
The choice of Allura meets almost perfectly with our research goals of exploring forge design, since: (a) contrarily to GitHub or Bitbucket, Allura
is an open-source top-level Apache project, well recognised across the Apache foundation and still reasonably active4 ; (b) we could experiment and
extend Allura with requirements elicited though our web-survey; (c) while designing and developing our extensions, we were able to learn from its
organisational and social scenario, elaborating and validating metrics for key community organizational and socio-technical characteristics.
More speciﬁcally, in our experimentation, we conducted a survey to understand what community aspects need more explicit support in opensource forges. From this survey we distilled a key design principle for forge design, namely, software community awareness, deﬁned as the ability
of a software forge to show its well-established social (e.g., user background) and organisational characteristics (e.g., collaboration patterns) both
towards insiders and outside of its community boundaries.
In open-source terms, supporting this principle explicitly means supporting (e.g., by adding speciﬁc ﬁelds for projects) and tracking (e.g., computing statistics for) aspects such as contributor proﬁles, code-review processes, openness, etc. Although this design principle is increasingly being
applied (at least partially) in more actual open-source forges such as GitHub, it is still lingering or absent on less widely known and used but still
powerful forges such as SourceForge or Bitbucket. In our experience we observed that this lack of support to software community awareness may
be responsible for Allura’s steady decline in interest and power5 .
Stemming from survey results, and with the goal of making direct experience with forge design our main research question can be phrased as
follows:
RQ. To what extent can we make a previously existing open-source forge community-aware by design?
This article is an experience report on the 15-month research dive into forge design required to address the research question above, and
oﬀers 3 novel and original contributions: (a) a set of socio-technical and organisational requirements elicited through a web-survey designed using
concepts from organizations and social networks management research - survey results led us to elaborate Software Community Awareness as an
essential forge design principle but survey results can be used as starting points for further forge design research; (b) TITANS, that is, “Tools for
Injecting communiTy Awareness in opeN-source forgeS" - a validated set of tools to enable community awareness by-design; (c) the evaluation of
the TITANS extensions and community awareness metrics’ value in a well-known open-source forge such as GitHub.
The rest of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines TITANS features and metrics illustrating our online survey results. Sections 3
elaborates on TITANS implementation, while Section 4 outlines its evaluation. Section 5 elaborates discussions and lessons learned and, further
on, Section 6 outlines related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the article.

2

ELICITING RELEVANT FEATURES

This section highlights the requirements emerging from our industrial survey on social and organisational community aspects for software development. We distinguish between two sets of elicited requirements: (a) community requirements - i.e., requirements that call for insight on key
community characteristics and their tracking; (b) community typing requirements - i.e., requirements that call for distinguishing between multiple
community types. The next two sections elaborate on these two sets of requirements.
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2.1

3

Survey Design

We elicited Community Requirements in Open-Source by conducting a structured web-survey 15 composed of 24 open questions6 prepared starting from the general characteristics for community awareness and other technical aspects we observed in GitHub, i.e., the most prominent software
forge competitor to Allura at the time of inception for this study. The 24 questions were split evenly and arranged—via a card-sorting exercise 16 performed by one of the authors of this paper—in the following categories: (a) acquiring information concerning the characteristics of the respondents;
(b) establishing the importance of introducing support for certain (organisational and social) information in the forge, e.g., information concerning
contributors’ background, their organisations, etc. The questionnaire was also designed taking into account community types as well as social and
organisational characteristics from organisational and social networks theory 17,2 , a major target for this study. We distributed a link to our questionnaire through diﬀerent means of communication, more speciﬁcally: (a) mailing lists of open-source communities; (b) researchers mailing lists for
open-source research summer schools: (c) online open-source user-groups. The entire population to which the questionnaire was sent could not
be precisely established but we were able to collect answers from 52 open-source practitioners. 46% of the survey respondents were researchers
also operating and contributing to open-source. Also, employees of for-proﬁt businesses represented 26% of the survey respondents, while freelance programmers and members of non-proﬁt organizations were 22% and 4% of the respondents, respectively. Furthermore, it is worth reporting
that 62% of the participants were non-core developers, as opposed to the 15% of integrators, 15% having a top-responsibility role (e.g., CEO), and
the remaining 8% covering other community roles. More than 60% of the respondents worked in open-source since more than 5 years.

2.2

Survey Results

To prioritise requirements we ordered them based on frequency, i.e., a higher number of respondents for a desired feature indicated a higher
priority. As a result of this ordering, 3 clusters were made by slicing the preferences ratio (in percentage) into three chunks: requirements that
received 55-60% preference by respondents were given highest priority; requirements that received 35-50% of respondents’ consensus were given
medium priority; ﬁnally, requirements that received 0 to 35% consensus from respondents were given low priority. General results are summarised
on Table 1, along with the information on the support achieved for each of the aspects considered.
The survey highlighted that virtually all open-source projects involve the collaboration of diﬀerent organizations, with diﬀerent types of contributor communities and sub-communities therein. Also, diﬀerent kinds of relationships among collaborating contributors emerge, e.g. working
relations on shared artefacts (“co-operations", according to 18 ) or collaborations on other projects outside the forge, e.g., collaboration in architecting
and maintaining software products (“collaborations", according to 18 ). The need for supporting these various aspects was underlined.
However, often none of these relations are supported by technological means. Software forges provide little or no information about developers
and the community characteristics surrounding their projects. For example, 50% of respondents stated that it would be useful for them to see the
list of projects in which a single organization is involved. Other details about an organization which were deemed as important include its contact
information, a description of its activity and the working areas in which the organization operates.
Our survey suggests four foci to be instrumented for eﬀective support of community aspects in open-source.
First, respondents recognised the need for more information on users and their organisational proﬁle. Missing information in this area spans
from personal user details (e.g. location, gender, interests, age, etc.) to personal skills’ self-assessment possibilities (e.g. self-reported interests).
These details are necessary to foster the creation of a contributor community rather than a blind forge of code-writers. Second, respondents recognised the need for being aware of what we called user statistics. These span from information about personal commits and project contributions
(e.g. average code lines written per project participated) to personal project type preferences. These details are necessary to foster mutual trust
and the creation of collaborativeness through reciprocity within the forge. Third, respondents recognised the need for knowing more (or more
explicitly) about the key organization and community governance details 2,19 . Required information in this area spans from including the concept
of “organization” in the forge altogether, to organisational success rate for communities and organizations. These details are necessary for contributors to visualise the collocation and exploitation of their contributions. Lack of such details reﬂects missing social retribution schemes that may
increase members’ engagement. Fourth, ﬁnally, respondents recognised the need for more organisational statistics. These entail the aggregation of
key organisational details into metrics necessary to establish both the need and value of contributions within a certain organization. These details
are needed to foster contributors’ participations to certain organizations instead of others.
As a result, the requirements and survey results reported above lead to conjecture that users (rows 1 and 2 on Tab. 1) and organizations (rows
3 and 4 on Tab. 1) require more explicit detail both in terms of atomic attributes (e.g., personal user details) and in terms of aggregate statistics
(e.g., communication characteristics within the forge). We phrase these organizational and socio-technical forge design requirements 20,21 into a
single forge design principle, summarized in the following:
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TABLE 1 Survey results, four foci for improvement.
Focus

Requirement

Priority

Support

High

14

High

18

High

10

High

21

High

13

Medium

24

Medium

11

Medium

26

High

21

High

8

High

27

Medium

23

Including the list of the organization’s previous partners

Low

14

Including details about the success of developed projects

High

11

Medium

20

Including personal details about users
User proﬁle

Including the association between users and existing
organizations
Allowing users to self-assess their skills
Including data about user’s contribution in terms of submitted
code to projects on the forge
Including data about user’s contribution in solving bugs within
projects on the forge

User statistics

Including data about user’s contribution to the communication
within the forge (reported bugs, posted messages, ...)
Including split data for each category of projects or
programming language
Including preferences of each user for speciﬁc categories of
projects
Including the concept of organization within the forge
Including general details about registered organizations
(description, contacts, working areas, ...) and their relations

Organization proﬁle and Form

Including the community type, list of projects developed by
the organization or to which it has contributed
Including the list of users of the forge working for the
organization, including their roles and relations

Organization statistics

Including statistics obtained by aggregating data for each
organization member

Community-Awareness By-Design. The ability of a community of practitioners to make its organisational and socio-technical
characteristics known to its internal and external environment, fostering correct engagement in the community’s practices.

With the term “correct" referred to engagement across the software community, we refer to the deﬁnition of engagement from previous work 2 ,
namely, the ability of a community to deﬁne and enforce a code-of-conduct speciﬁcation to govern all community interactions. For example, such
codes of conduct are typical in Apache communities which need to adhere to the Apache Software Foundation bylaws and common practices. In
the next sections we elaborate on our research attempt at designing community awareness into the Allura forge-support system.

2.3

Community Types in Open-Source

To proceed with designing for community awareness, we used a combination of content analysis 22 and community typing algorithms 23,19 on our
survey data (location, size, frequency of contribution, organizational type, possible roles, and partnership capabilities) to ﬁnd the typical community
types 2 recurring in open-source that would require explicit support. Four types emerged, namely:

• Formal Networks: A Formal Network (FN), is an open-source community with frequent and established/agreed commits as well as formal

guidelines/rules for contribution, as overseen by a formally appointed Organisational Sponsor (i.e., an organisation which retains governance
rights and royalties over produced goods and services 24 ) much like Allura itself.
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• Informal Networks: Informal Networks (IN) are distributed informal communities whose key characteristic is the presence of informal commu-

nication alone, e.g. supported by informal agreements among community members. An example of informal networks are code-developer
forums such as DreamInCode7 .
• Networks of Practice: a Network of Practice (NoP) corresponds to an open-source project made up of large industrial organizations sharing

open-source codebases and the practices around them for mutual beneﬁt, much like the Eclipse IDE project. The key characteristic of such
communities is the global dispersion (i.e. distance in time, space and culture together) of its members.
• Informal Communities: an Informal Community (IC), is more likely a free-lance, small open-source project using informal and occasional

commits by sparse contributors with very little formal core-contributors. For this community type, it is the engagement of community
members that drives community goals to success.

In support of the above types, we elicited from the state of the art 2,23,25 the following key community characteristics that require explicit support
by design:
• Formality/Informality: an evaluation of the established procedures, behaviours and or rituals existing within the observed community that

limit or widen open collaboration, communication or cooperation - this characteristic is needed to identify FNs and, by inverse, INs;
• Hierarchisation Degree: an evaluation of the chain of power imposed or emerging across the community - this is also a key characteristic

of FNs, however, its opposite is essential to identify ICs;
• Membership Selectivity: an evaluation of the practices enacted to select, scrutinise and/or continuously evaluate would-be or current

members of the community - this key characteristic is essential to spot NoPs and FNs;
• Previous Relations: an evaluation of the previous relations (social, organisational and technical) across members in a community - this

characteristic is key to ICs;
• Community Openness: an evaluation of the ease-of-participation in the community, in terms of mentorship, knowledge and contribution

transfer - this characteristic is key to ICs and INs;
• Governance Degree: an evaluation of the established processes for (self-)governing people and collaborations in the community - this

characteristic is key to NoPs and FNs and its opposite is essential to identify INs as well as ICs;
• Geodispersion: an evaluation of the cultural and geographical dispersion of members across a community - this is key to establish the

existence of NoPs and INs;
• Self-Organization: an evaluation of the degrees of organisational freedom existing in the community - this characteristic is essential in ICs;
• Self-Similarity: an evaluation of the background and experience similarity across the observed community - this characteristic is essential

in NoPs;
• Engagement: an evaluation of the degree of participation across the community - this is particularly key in ICs but is relevant to all Networked

community types as well, that is, NoPs and INs;
We use these general characteristics 2 to structure our experimental extensions to the Allura platform (see Sec. 3). Later on, we instrument our
extensions with statistics and metrics that allowed us to detect the above types, thus evaluating these extensions in action (see Sec. 3.2).
Stemming from the requirements outlined previously, our card-sorting exercise revealed that any tool for supporting community aspects in
open-source should cover:
• R1, User Proﬁling: Open-source community users require a higher set of personal as well as professional information to foster community

engagement - for example, more granular skills deﬁnition and proﬁling may foster explicit or implicit mentorship relations to be created
across the community;
• R2, User Statistics: statistics on the above proﬁle items are needed to keep track of the value generated by community members as part of

the community - for example, the more contributions a member has the more valued his membership across the community;
7
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• R3, Organisational Proﬁling: proﬁling the organisations across the community is needed to understand community diversity and allow

community members to use such diversity to their advantage - For example, some open-source communities may use such diverse sets of
contributors as a record of industrial adoption and therefore an indicator for software quality;
• R4, Organisational Statistics: statistics concerning the organisational and social structure of the community is needed, for a variety of

aspects, for example, to understand the degree of openness of the community to external contributors. Aspects included in this subset,
concern the support of at least four community types, namely:
Technical requirements scope limitations and potential threats to validity are discussed subsequently in Sec. 5.3.

3

INTRODUCING TITANS

This section describes the implementation of TITANS in the Allura open-source forge. TITANS extensions were designed, developed, tested and
validated to support requirements outlined in Section 2.2.

Mapping of Relevant Features

3.1

TITANS consists of four tools:
• UProﬁle allows adding personal details, skills and availability timeslots to a user proﬁle.
• UOrg allows to include the concept of organizations within the forge.
• MetroForge collects statistics concerning the previous activity of a user.
• MetrOrg is a module which collects statistics about the overall contributions provided by an organization to the projects hosted on the

forge.
The ﬁrst two components, namely UProﬁle and UOrg, allow TITANS to tackle requirements of a more functional nature while the latter two
components, namely, MetroForge and MetrOrg allow TITANS to tackle community typing and analytics. More details on the community typing
part of TITANS are in Section 3.2 while the rest of this section focuses on outlining UProﬁle and UOrg respectively.
First, UProﬁle expands user proﬁle deﬁnitions within Allura. The model component of Allura was modiﬁed to include additional attributes and
methods in the class representing a single user of the forge. This class, simply named User, is directly mapped to the Mongo collection with the same
name, which persistently stores data about users of the forge. The new personal details are set as optional to guarantee backward compatibility
with user proﬁles created before the introduction of TITANS. They are:
• Gender. By default, this ﬁeld is set to the value ’Unspeciﬁed’, but each user can freely set it to ’Male’, ’Female’.
• Date of birth.
• Country of residence. This data is mainly useful to help understanding the cultural environment in which the user is currently living.
• City of residence. This allows to identify the user’s cultural environment with a ﬁner granularity than the country of residence.
• User’s time zone, speciﬁed according to the IANA Timezone Database. 8 Knowing a user’s time zone allows to understand whether a user is

in his or her working time or not in a certain moment.
• Weekly availability timeslots. This data consist in weekly time intervals during which a user is usually working on the projects hosted on the

forge. Together with the user’s time zone, it allows to easily assess when a user is expected to be available for working on a project. This is
useful, for example, when another user is waiting for an answer to a certain message or needs the user to start working on a reported issue.
• Inactive periods. By specifying an interval of dates, each user can notice his or her collaborators that, despite usually being available at certain

timeslots, he or she is not contribute to the projects hosted on the forge for a certain period, because of a vacation or because of other
commitments.
8
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• Links to personal accounts on social networks and auto-summary Mining sites like Twitter, Facebook, Google+ or Linkedin, delivers personal

information about user interests. This promotes more open and sociable information exchange across the forge.
• Telephone number, or a list of phone numbers, to provide users with a way of personally contact someone else.
• Skype account, giving a further opportunity to directly contact users.
• A list of personal Web-sites, considered relevant by users to provide other developers on the forge with personal details, or about current

activities.
• A set of technical skills, allowing each user to self-assess himself or herself. For each skill, the user is also required to specify his or her level in

the selected ﬁeld, by choosing between the values ’Low’, ’Medium’ or ’Advanced’. Finally, the user is allowed to enter an optional comment,
useful to describe how the skill was developed or enforced.
Skills are represented through the TroveCategory, following scheme deﬁnitions in the TROVE categorisation system used in Allura9 .
Second, UOrg elaborates explicitly the concept of real-life organizations within the Allura forge. The concept of organization consists three
diﬀerent kinds of entities:
• Software ﬁrms developing or contributing to develop software projects.
• Foundations supporting software projects, such as the Apache Software Foundation.
• Education and research institutions such as universities, which could contribute to software projects, for example, as part of their research

activities.
To elaborate on data for organisational structures within the forge, we developed a separate UOrg package. The new package provides users with
functionalities to create or update the proﬁle of an organization, to explicitly link a project to the organizations contributing to its development,
and to connect each organization to the proﬁles of its members registered on the forge. The package includes three separate components:
• Modules representing the concept of organization. This component also implements the functionalities to create an organization’s proﬁle, and

allows users to monitor the list of their organizations, to change details related to their memberships.
• A tool which represents an organisation’s public proﬁle. The tool includes functionalities to represent the proﬁle of the organization and provides

the administrators of the organization with a set of functionalities to update the proﬁle of the organization itself.
• A tool that is automatically installed within a project to include the list of organizations directly contributing to the project itself. The tool also

allows to specify a diﬀerent level of participation for each organization.
Similarly to users, organizations are represented based on the projects to which they participate in the forge. Consequently, an organization project,
is automatically created when a user registers a new organization. The registration includes automatically all tools to manage, track and present
organisational details.
Following principles of organizations research for software engineering 2 , each organization is linked to one or more users by means of the class
Membership. Details provided by the Membership class include:
• A free description of the user’s role. For example, typical roles within a corporation are developer, software engineer or CEO, while some of

the most common roles within an education institution include student, teacher and assistant.
• The status of the membership, which is used, for example, to specify that the user is no longer active within the organization.
• The date in which the user was recognized as a member of the organization.
• The date in which the user left the organization.

Similarly, the relationship between an organization and its projects is implemented through a class ProjectInvolvement, which is directly mapped
on a collection of the underlying database and which provides data such as:

9
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• The organization’s involvement type. In particular, two values are allowed: cooperation, meaning the organization plays a key role in the

project development, or participation, in case the organization only provides some support, for example developing some portions of code,
while core decisions are taken by the remaining involved actors. This allows to understand whether an organization has a primary or
secondary role in the development of a project hosted on the forge.
• The status of the organization’s involvement.
• The date in which the organization started to work on the project.
• The date in which the organization stopped to collaborate to the project, if applicable.

TITANS Community Typing Metrics

3.2

In essence, as part of our ethnographic study, we set out to deﬁne ways in which relevant community aspects can be measured, either by means
of TITANS or by means of ﬁeld-observation. The rest of this section elaborates TITANS community metrics framework, outlining the metrics that
take part to the framework arranged according to the community type they reﬂect and help identify. All metrics were inferred using the GoalQuestion-Metrics approach 26 . The section concludes presenting a sample demonstration of these metrics’ representation condition10 following
speciﬁcations in 27,28 .

3.2.1

FN: Formality, Hierarchisation Degree, Membership Selectivity

First, we found that Formality can be determined through TITANS by calculating the ratio between milestones assigned to the project and lifetime
of the project itself. The more milestones are assigned to a shorter lifespan of the project, the more formal the network is. TITANS allow this
calculation through a combined eﬀort by the MetrOrg and MetroForge components. Both components allow to gather and keep track of how many
members commit to a project as well as how many milestones have been set through the lifespan of the project (i.e., from ﬁrst to last commit).
Second, a high formality can be conﬁrmed by observing a high Hierarchisation Degree. This can be estimated by computing the ratio between
number of user groups and diﬀerent set of permissions. TITANS makes this possible by keeping track of relevant statistics, and performing
computations.
Finally, another attribute of FNs is represented by the rigour adopted to select the members of the community. This attribute is referred to as
Membership Selectivity.
To understand the selectivity of membership, it is necessary to verify wether non-members are allowed to access the project and actively
participate in its evolution by committing contributions uncontrollably. If the project is private, then a selection process is adopted to ﬁlter
contributing members. Also, governance rules are applied to select contributions that are deemed appropriate for the community’s aims, as is
for some projects in GitHub, e.g., Ruby11 . However, if a project is ungoverned, TITANS allows us to estimate membership selectivity as well
as milestones/day ratio by means of the UProﬁle, UOrg and MetroForge components. These components realise three critical functions: ﬁrst,
UProﬁle and UOrg are responsible for activity-tracking of members, organizations and project milestones; second, MetroForge is responsible for
assessing if inactive developers or organizations can contribute/are contributing to the project. If so, there is no Membership Selectivity.

Formality:
P
P m

LT

;

where “m" is the number of milestones in the project and LT is the lifetime of the project itself (both are expressed as a number of days); In
essence, the higher the ratio, the higher the formality;

Hierarchisation Degree:
P
P Ug ;

Up

where “Ug" is the number of user groups and “Up" is the number of user permission levels; in essence, the higher the ratio, the higher the hierarchisation degree;

10
11
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Membership Selectivity:
U c − EU P ;

Where “Uc" is the number of uncontrolled contributions allowed to non-members and EUP is the number of External User Privileges (e.g., browsing the code, browsing the issues, etc.); in essence, the lower the number the lower the higher the selectivity;
FN Thresholds: Based on what we observed in our samples for Allura, the Hierarchisation Degree is high when the number of permission groups
exceeds 2 and an average of 80% of the users of the same organization are concentrated within a single permission group. Also, Formality is high
if the milestones per day ratio is equal to or exceeds 10%. Finally, the metric “Membership Selectivity” In the case of Allura is high since members
are only appointed if subject to a rigorous contribution scrutiny - there are no uncontrolled contributions for external members although there are
some EUPs (e.g., browsing and downloading code, inspecting contributors, etc.). Therefore, Allura is membership-selective.

3.2.2

INs: Previous Relations, Community Openness, Lack of Governance

First, informality is the result of stronger social ties among members. To establish whether there is a relationship between two members we
looked for a continuative collaboration involving both of them across diﬀerent projects, i.e., Previous Relations. The metric depends on the frequent
interactions between two developers. This results mainly from a steady relationship between said developers. Therefore, the number of members
that have a signiﬁcant number of previous collaborations suggests the level of informality within a development community. Thanks to the UProﬁle
component, TITANS allows tracking of members collaboration history. In the same way, TITANS compute the frequency of interaction between
developers that previously collaborated together. Another key attribute of INs is its degree of Openness.
The metric allowing to understand the degree of openness of a community is represented by the level of permissions granted to non-members.
If external developers are allowed to directly change the code of the project, for example, it means that the community is very open; on the other
hand, communities which deny external users messaging permissions, are very closed closed communities (not necessarily closed-source, however).
The openness degree of the community is therefore represented by the ratio between permission level granted to external users as opposed to
the levels granted to internal users (“Read”, “Create”, “Update” or “Admin”). TITANS played minor role in community Openness. TITANS’ role was
limited to averaging the number of non-members that can freely “Create”, “Update”. This ﬁgure oﬀers the basis for estimating community openness.
Third, INs are also characterised by the lack of governance practices. This means that there is no strict policy to control the development process.
We observed that the reduced use of milestones is one of the indicators of low governance circumstances. Therefore, the metric represented
by the ratio between the number of milestones and the life time of the project can be considered to evaluate governance “strength” across the
community. This metric is computed as the inverse of a metric computed for FNs, that is, the numbers of milestones per project lifetime ratio, as
discussed previously.
Previous Relations:
P

c(a,b)
;
T (a,b)

where “c(a,b)" is the number of projects on which contributors “a" and “b" contributed together while T(a,b) is the total number of possible couples
of contributors in the community;

Community Openness:
P
P
EP L −
IP L;
where “EPL" is the number of permission levels granted to external users while “IPL" is the number of permission levels granted to new users who
have not accumulated commit experience yet (i.e., they just joined); in essence, the lower the number, the higher the community openness;

Lack of Governance:
1
;
F ormality

INs Thresholds: Analysing probe samples, we found that “Previous Relations” can be established if social ties within a community are not loose,
i.e., when the average number of projects to which each pair of community members collaborated together exceeds 1. Based on what we observed
in our experience with Allura, this metric is therefore binary (i.e., either it does exceed 1 or it does not). Moreover, The “Openness” degree is high
if the permission levels assigned to non-members is diﬀerent from “Read” (based on policies we observed in Allura). According to our experience,
there is no project granting “Admin” permissions to non-members, since this would violate basic security policies. Moreover, external developers
do not need this permission to fully participate in the project. This essentially means that EPL and IPL values for Allura are identical meaning the
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distance between the two values is 0. Finally, “Lack of Governance” can be ascertained using the same threshold previously deﬁned for Formality
in Formal Networks: an organization has the attribute “disorganisation” when it has a very low number of milestones per project lifetime. In our
case, we observed that within Allura the relevant threshold is ﬁxed at an average of no more than 0.02M per day.

3.2.3

NoPs: Geo-dispersion, Self-Organization, Self-Similarity

First, a key attribute for a NoP is Dispersion among developers. We evaluated dispersion within a community by considering geo-cultural distance as
a metric. Geo-cultural distance refers to the geographical distance (i.e., distance in time and space) between developers, multiplied by the cultural
diﬀerences ratio among members of the community (i.e., the deviation average between the ﬁxed Hofstede indexes for each pair of community
members). TITANS allow each user to state his or her country and city of residence, as well as the time zone in which the user is located. This data
allows us to estimate the distance separating members co-working in a community. The average physical distance within a community is obtained
by considering the geographic distance between the coordinates of the city of reference, for developers in the same time-zone. These coordinates
are deﬁned by the IANA, which was adopted by TITANS as the standard set of time zones among which developers are allowed to choose. A large
physical/time distance between members means that there is a high dispersion among them. In some cases, however, a limited physical distance
among the members of a community is counterbalanced by very relevant cultural diﬀerences, which could have an equally important impact on
the results of the community’s eﬀorts. To cover these cases, we allow the estimation of the cultural distance considering the indexes deﬁned by
Hofstede in a study on cultural dimensions conducted for IBM between 1967 and 1973 29 . To support the identiﬁcation of dispersion, TITANS
compute Hofstede metrics for countries in a project and uses it in combination with time/space distance to determine geodispersion as deﬁned
in 23 .
Cultural distance across a community can be estimated by computing the deviation average between (ﬁxed) Hofstede indexes for each pair of
community members. The maximum empirical threshold for this computation was elaborated by Hofstede himself as 40% 29 . This ﬁgure means
that there is a maximum cultural deviation average possible across any community, this average is 40%. TITANS implement the Hofstede index
and threshold values and use them in combination with countries reported by community members to evaluate cultural distance for communities
using such a deviation average.
Second, to characterise a NoP self-organization of the community should be measured. In a self-organising community, collaborating members
freely decide how to organise their work, schedule and progress estimation. We observed that averaging the number of tasks that are allocated to
contributors (of any kind) by others givers a reliable measure of self-organization.
Third, ﬁnally, a NoP is characterised by a high self-similarity, resulting in communities whose members share common skills and interests. Selfsimilarity can be evaluated by evaluating the average number of shared topics of interest and skills between member couples (i.e., expertise overlap
as a measure of cognitive distance 30,31 ).
Finally, NoPs also show a number of automatically computable second-class attributes (i.e., found only on some their instances) such as community openness that we discussed already or community size. NoPs are usually groups including a high number of people, therefore the attribute
size was considered as the last relevant attribute for a Network of Practice. This attribute can be simply evaluated through a metric expressing the
number of project members.
Geo-dispersion:
d
;
(δ(a,b))

where “d" is the geographical distance between contributors “a" and “b" while “δ (a,b)" is the average deviation between the the deviation average
between the ﬁxed Hofstede indexes for each pair of community members; in essence, the higher the number the higher the geo-dispersion

Self-Organization:
T a+T t
;
Tt

where “Ta" is the number of tasks assigned to contributors by other contributors while “Tt" is the total number of tasks currently driving the
community; in essence, the closer the number to zero, the higher the self-organization across the community;

Self-Similarity:
P

Eo(a,b)
;
M

Where “Eo" is the expertise overlap between each pair of contributors while M is the total number of contributors in the community; in essence,
the higher the number the higher is community self-similarity;
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NoP Thresholds: Based on our ethnographical considerations taken among Allura participants, it results that it is a highly-dispersed community,
with an average distance between committers of 4926 Km and a standard deviation of about 3199.5 Km. High dispersion was corroborated by
the Allura community itself. In general, based on these reference observations, a highly dispersed a community has an average distance among
its members exceeding 4000 Km. In addition, by computing cultural distance for Allura committers, we obtained a value of approximately 15.4%,
with a standard deviation of 13%. Having experienced ourselves the high cultural diﬀerence in Allura, conﬁrmed by a high geo-dispersion, we
ﬁxed at 15% the threshold for deviation averages above which a community is highly geo-dispersed (i.e., both in space and culture). Moreover,
In our experience from Allura, we found that a low degree of hierarchisation averaged together with level of formality are indicative of high selforganization. We found a threshold value for this metric as 3.69 in our observations for Allura. Finally, to be considered self-similar, a community
needs to show a very high (i.e., 90%) percentage of members with at least one shared skill.

3.2.4

ICs: Engagement

To evaluate members’ Engagement, we used statistics for members’ participation levels. We found that combining per-month number of posts and
responses, allows to measure the involvement of the community in discussions. The metric also considers the number of active members, so that
average individual eﬀorts are computed. Unique commenters of the community are members with a higher number of contributions related to the
one of the remaining members. Therefore, unique commenters are a group of supporters who signiﬁcantly contribute pursuing the success of the
project and its popularity outside the community itself, and they can be identiﬁed by comparing the amount of contributions they submitted to
the total number of contributions. Within TITANS, the same computation can be applied to organizations instead of single users. This allows us to
identify those organizations which have greater visibility and engagement within and outside of the community.
Moreover, Engagement is further characterised by observing the number of comments belonging to a thread, as well as the average per-month
number of messages posted within the thread, allows us to evaluate the interest gathered by the discussions related to the project. Considering
the breadth of each discussion thread is also useful to understand the engagement of the community, since it shows whether the discussion is
alive or not, and it indicates the thread impact on the members of the community.
The amount of threads that generate from a post further contribute to understanding the involvement of community members and the value
they recognise in a discussion thread.
Finally, contributors may show interest in a discussion simply by subscribing to the discussion itself. In that case, members do not directly
contribute to the thread, but their subscription indicates an interest in being in the know. Therefore, the number of subscriptions to feeds and
events related to a discussion can also be considered as an indicator to evaluate the engagement within the community.
TITANS aid the identiﬁcation of a high engagement within the community by making it possible to compute the average of the above measurements for observable communities, such that Engagement can be established. All extensions we provided are required to interact together to
compute engagement. More in particular, the UProﬁle and UOrg, allow users to store their own details about people and organizations that contribute in the forge. These can later be used in combination with statistics from MetroForge to measure, e.g., how many threads were initiated by
whom across the development network. The MetrOrg component performs a similar function for organizations.
Engagement:
P
c
( P mq + P mr) + P
+ Gtl + Sn;
Tc
Where “Pmq" is the number of per-month questions for each member, “Pmr" is the number of Per-month responses for each member, “Pc" and
“Tc" are the number personal contributions (Pc) per member against the total number of contributions (Tc), “Gtl" is the generated topic liveliness,
or better, the number of messages in a thread initiated by every contributor, while Sn is the number of subscribers to threads generated by each
member;
ICs Thresholds: Averaging the factors described above, we found that engagement within a community is high if each member posts no less than
30 comments per-month. Also, a member is considered to be a unique commenter if he or she is responsible for 30% of contributions or more. In
case there are at least a user and an organization which are unique commenters, engagement within the community can be considered signiﬁcant.
Finally, the size of a discussion thread is considered high if, on average, each thread has at least 3.5 comments, or there are at least 0.1 comments
per month for each thread, on average. Given our experience, the average number of discussion spreading from a thread post is high if it exceeds
0.5. Finally, in average, we observed that the number of discussions, comments or threads spreading from a thread or discussion is comprised
between 0 or 1.

4

EVALUATION

Our evaluation eﬀorts rotate around evaluating TITANS from three perspectives: (1) usage; (2) usefulness; (3) technical generalisability.
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The ﬁrst, most intuitive evaluation of our results in action is reﬂected by the constant community-based evaluation part of our action research
strategy (see Sec. 4.1). This type of evaluation addresses the usage of TITANS extensions.
Second, our contributions were evaluated in action by using TITANS extensions in practice on the 4 top open-source projects hosted on SourceForge at the time our extensions were included in the Allura baseline. This type of evaluation accounts for TITANS usefulness in detecting community
types and valuable statistics which would otherwise remain latent (see Sec. 4.2).
Finally, In order to evaluate the generalisability of our technical contributions we report on the evaluation by replication of the TITANS metrics
and community awareness by design in another well-known open-source forge which already provides community-awareness by-design, namely,
GitHub.

4.1

An Evaluation of TITANS Within The Allura Community: Experiences Report

As an essential and continuous ingredient of our action research approach, the ﬁrst key evaluation of the developed work was conducted by
the Allura community itself, which constantly analysed the committed proposals and inspected the submitted code, evaluating its quality and
ﬁtness to uphold the goals pursued by TITANS. All throughout these phases, we took notes and records of the evaluation process. The results of
said process can be summarised as follows. First, by accepting the proposed code, the reviewers, on behalf of the whole community, considered
our contributions as extensions ﬁt to upgrade Allura with good-quality code implementing needed functionalities. This was further conﬁrmed
during various discussion upon acceptance of TITANS extensions. This veriﬁcation and validation process harnessed a many-eyes phenomenon
that allowed us to produce good-quality extensions. This process however, was far from simple. For example, during the discussion following
the development of the tool extending user’s personal data, the reviewers initially praised the idea of the tool, considering it as “very promising”
and claiming to be “very pleasantly surprised, actually, how far you’ve come without needing to ask for help or pointers”, but also suggested
improvements due to a lack of initial adherence to some standards adopted by the community to develop the software. Most notably, we were
required to adopt EasyWidgets for HTML markup and input validation, and to use JQuery instead of plain JavaScript. We were also required to
write additional tests for our software, and to improve the Python syntax by removing some blank spaces preceding symbols like “:” or by avoiding
to write the single-instruction body of conditional statements on the same line of the condition. Second, after committing the required ﬁxes,
subsequent work was considered “excellent” and “very nice” by the reviewers. These improvements required four iterations, and the code was then
merged into the main repository12 . This also led the ﬁrst of us to be granted committer rights on the Allura repository. Shortly after the acceptance
of the ﬁrst tool, we submitted the code related to statistics of single users. In particular, the code was submitted within a branch of the original
repository. The review process started, but it was delayed due to concurrent reviews involving the same developers. The process consisted of six
iterations, during which some improvements were proposed by the community. Most notably, the implemented functionalities, initially developed
as a separate feature, were included as an additional tool within the project related to a single user.
In addition, these changes also led to the introduction of other minor modiﬁcations and triggered a discussion that involved several developers
in order to identify a way to automatically install the newly created tool on the projects related to previously existing users. The discussion led
to the decision to set it as an anchored tool, a tool which is automatically installed when a user accesses a project which does not include it yet.
During the review process, some errors in provided tests, related to missing updates following the developed modiﬁcations, were also identiﬁed
and ﬁxed. Another required change was related to the registration date, which was initially considered to be equal to the date of creation of the
object including user statistics, and later became exactly equal to the user’s registration date on the forge.
Finally, the code related to organizations were submitted and accepted. Similarly, the code allowing to gather statistics related to single
organizations was accepted for the Forge support system.
A positive evaluation of the software emerges from its real exploitation. In fact, those proposed tools which have been accepted by the community are now installed on SourceForge.net, making them available to a worldwide audience, by means of one of the most popular software forges
in the world, hosting more than 300,000 projects with cumulative daily downloads exceeding 4,000,000 units. By using our software, GeekNet
Media, the Dice Holdings Inc. company owning SourceForge.net, certiﬁed the industrial value of the developed software, using it for its commercial purposes. In the words of Dave Brondsema, chief core-committer for Allura, TITANS was evaluated as follows: “We were very happy to have
these contributions. [...] We didn’t [feel we needed to] do any user testing, just our own bucket testing before merging and releasing the code. The
user proﬁle enhancements were useful [...] and used extensively in the following months”. Also, GeekNet Media people provided us with the following statement: “contributions like the ones we have provided represent the main reason why a company releases the code adopted for its commercial
purposes: our tools allowed Allura to evolve by including innovative contributions developed by external contributors, with limited additional costs". These
extensions are currently active in selected forge areas, but disabled in the public forge for scalability reasons.
From a quantitative perspective, the community at Allura provided the following utilisation stats for TITANS users within Allura:
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1. 1409 users have set their skills after TITANS extensions were activated. These users are currently browsing projects using skills as well;
2. 854 users have set social networks and relate to others through stubs there provided;
3. 7070 users have set timezone and reportedly adjusted communication based on this variable;
4. 7356 users have set sex;
5. 1375 users have set webpages to increase their own community visibility;
6. 11 core developers have reportedly set availability to ease reachability;
7. 328 users have reportedly set phone numbers to ease reachability;
These numbers suggest that forge users chose deliberately to enhance their proﬁles leveraging on TITANS. This result is encouraging and shows
that TITANS is a promising set of extensions towards a number of mutual and community awareness aspects, e.g., enhancing the visibility of community members’ across big open-source communities such as Allura. Although these numbers do not oﬀer a frame of reference for comparison,
they do represent a series of valuable statistics to reﬂect on TITANS’ extensions usage and the extent to which they penetrated software development processes at large in the forge.
Evaluation Result: we conclude that TITANS successfully extended Apache Allura with valuable and usable community characteristics which form
a basis for community awareness by design.

Community Analysis in Action: Experiences from Four Projects

4.2

In order to evaluate TITANS as applied to compute the metrics introduced in Section 3.2 we applied said extensions and metrics on four widely
known “Projects of the Month" communities supported by Allura, on the SourceForge open-source forge, namely: (a) ProjectLibre13 ; (b) Kiwix14 ;
(c) DOSBox15 ; (d) JStock16 . More speciﬁcally, these four projects were selected out of the Allura community-elected projects-of-the-month by
ranking all said projects using their #commits, #users, and #downloads and selecting the top four.
To proceed with our validation, we studied all freely available material describing the aforementioned projects and carried an in-sylico observational study of their activity over a period of 3 months, logging daily such activity in lab journals. Our goal in this study was to formulate a
community type hypothesis for said communities based on the taxonomy and decision-tree proposed in our previous work 2,23,19 . Our hypotheses
for community types of selected projects are summarised as follows:
• ProjectLibre: an open-source project management software. The project engages a community of about 10 000 users worldwide, with

over 8000+ downloads per week. Studying the community around ProjectLibre without using TITANS we hypothesised ProjectLibre to be
a Network of Practice. Indeed, the sheer size and dispersion of the community (multiple charters in 7 continents worldwide) suggests the
community around ProjectLibre to be a Network of Practice, rotating around the practice of project management and evolving support for
this activity. However, the hybrid formal/informal nature of work (e.g. rotating around milestones, blog-posts and feature requests alike)
inside ProjectLibre is also consistent with a hybrid type, fusing together Formal Networks and Networks of Practice.
• Kiwix: an oﬄine reader of web content, especially developed for oﬄine usage of wikipedia. Kiwix engages a similarly sized community

as Project Libre, with 3000+ DLs per week. The informal nature of governance policies across Kiwix suggests an Informal Community or
Informal Network. However, the absence of an explicit organizational sponsor and increased dependency on members’ engagement strongly
suggests Kiwix to be an Informal Community, according to type deﬁnitions in 2 .
• DOSBox: a DOS emulator available on a large number of modern operating systems. The project sees an extremely active user-groups

community, engaging over 150 000 users worldwide, with an average weekly DLs of 40 000+. The very limited size of the core-team behind
DOSBox suggests a community much similar to a tightly knit Project Team or Workgroup according to the classiﬁcation in 23 . However, the
frequent interaction with a steady community of global users who request and validate functionalities, suggests a strong dependency on
informal communication and shared practice by members in the community: these characteristics led us to consider DOSBox consistent
with Informal Networks or Networks of Practice.
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TABLE 2 Sample for TITANS metrics and community types prediction: thresholds in bold.

Attr.

Metric

Allura

Proj.Libre

Kiwix

DOSBox

JStock

Active Members

5

3

1

11

1

# Commnts./Active Members

136.46

12.50

33.25

2.02

31.95

Unique Commenters

0

0

1

0

1

Monthly Comments/Thread

0.112

0.280

0.030

0.030

0.045

Formality

Milestones/Day

0.0101

0.0306

0.0012

0.0048

0.0005

Self-Org.

#Comments/Formality

3.69

1.83

2.43

3.98

3.08

Comm. Type

FN

FN

IC

˜ NoP

IC

Engag.

• JStock: a software supporting users in tracking stock investments. JStock has a smaller but very domain-speciﬁc community, engaging a few

thousand users in 26 countries, with an average weekly DLs of 2000+. The community around JStock features many organizational bodies
with more or less formal involvement within the project. However, very little data concerning the community around JStock was available.
This suggests the community to be small, well organised and governed as a “closed” body, controlled with formal guidelines and supported
with donations-based systems other than organizational sponsors. These indications seem to suggest a Formal Network, even though the
little data available did not allow us to be conﬁdent on our hypothesis.
Our evaluation conjecture was that TITANS and metrics would successfully infer a community type if the resulting metrics would match our
typing hypothesis.
To obtain such checking of the typing hypothesis we operated via ethnomethodological research 32 against the set of sample measurements
performed by the TITANS extensions.
First, the set of sample results for TITANS measurements are contained in Table 2. In essence, the table contains a sample set of measurements
operated by TITANS - these measurements are then matched with the type automatically inferred by TITANS (last row). Column 1 shows the
relevant attribute being observed. Column 2 shows related metrics. The last row on the table contains the community type inferred by TITANS.
Remaining metrics are not shown for the sake of space. TITANS measurements led to the following type predictions.
First, ProjectLibre has a structure featuring signiﬁcantly higher formality levels with respect to the remaining ones. In particular, ProjectLibre,
quite a recent project, has 0.03 milestones per day, meaning that, on average, a new milestone is created every 33 days. This appears to be a
signiﬁcantly high frequency of milestones delivery compared to the other projects. Thus, contrarily to our initial hypothesis, ProjectLibre is a
(highly dispersed) Formal Network, much like Allura itself. Second, Kiwix is indeed an Informal Community, given the high level of engagement
within. Third, DOSBox, given its high self-organization value, indicates a potential Network of Practice, perhaps in the primordial stages due to the
low number of participants. In this case, certain community typing was impossible. We did not have enough data to compute geo-dispersion and
self-similarity since DOSBox was not using TITANS UProﬁle and UOrg extensions. Finally, JStock is an Informal Community, again, due to its high
levels of members’ engagement.
To conﬁrm these measurements the corresponding typing, two students and a senior researcher previously involved with this study embedded
within the targeted communities and observed the organisational process enacted within them for a period of 45 days, across which, weekly notes
were taken concerning the organisational activity, and discussed with the authors of the paper. The aim of the discussion was to conﬁrm/disprove
the typing performed by TITANS without such authors knowing this typing. Indeed a total overlap was reported between the typing associated by
the authors and the typing associated by TITANS extensions.
Evaluation Result: we conclude that TITANS successfully provides a framework to infer community types and characteristics from known metrics
and statistics.

5

DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNED

This section elaborates on discussion points, lessons learned, and threats to validity.
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Discussion

Stemming from our work, several discussion points emerged.
1. The TITANS extensions, and the principles with which they were engineered oﬀer a valuable example of re-architecting software forges,
which procures unique limitations and design constraints. For example, during TITANS design, we had to assume and design for several performance limitations of Allura itself and its underlying operational infrastructure. As previously remarked, Allura core committers
required us to design TITANS extensions so as to make them an optional bundle since the underlying Allura infrastructure may not be able
to sustain the load of TITANS metrics. On one hand, this limitation of TITANS may reﬂect an architectural ﬂaw of Allura from a deployment and operational perspective. On the other hand, TITANS extensions were actually deactivated due to performance overheads. This
leads to conjecture that designing (or re-designing) to support community governance needs to be done contiguously with operational and
infrastructure concerns, since a trade-oﬀ needs to ensue between meta-forge operations and meta-forge intelligence.
2. Several areas of the general open-source community at large17 openly criticized the organizational and architectural directions of the
Allura forge just after TITANS extensions were rolled out of the Allura baseline. From these anecdotal evidence, we can argue that, on
the one hand, TITANS extensions may have given Allura a heads-up warning as to their eventual fate but, on the other hand, a misguided
performance-focused architectural and organizational decision eventually led to Allura’s fall from grace. This insight should be further
investigated to understand the role of social and organizational aspects in software community failure scenarios such as Allura.
3. Open-source community governance is far from trivial in large projects and involves following multiple community patterns blending
their characteristics together - community-speciﬁc organizational and socio-technical metrics may be needed. A degree of uncertainty
we reported across the Allura community concerning socio-technical and organisational decisions suggests that mechanisms such as those
exploited in 33 or 23 and partially implemented in TITANS, could be used in combination with our metrics and social community types to
determine eﬀective community steering. On the one hand, more research is needed to characterise with reasonable certainty observable
community types, beyond the simplistic experiments recapped in this paper. On the other hand more research is needed to develop and
validate governance practices tailored to certain community types and their typical characteristics. This research track could start on top of
our. For example, our measurements and the community types associated to them can be used to evaluate whether organizational decisions
are driving the community more consistently to its type. This evaluation becomes increasingly important when the community changes
type altogether, e.g. as a consequence of outsourcing, oﬀshoring or similar networked development decision.
4. According to the Apache policies, when developers’ involvement within the project becomes signiﬁcant and the submitted code is considered a qualitatively and quantitatively signiﬁcant contribution, these become core committers of the project - we observed however that
this status rarely coincides with higher organizational or governance output. This process is not new and is adopted by the community to
elect new committers based on proposals made by other core committers. If properly enriched and tool-supported, e.g., by means of TITANS
extensions, these processes would oﬀer a valuable basis to self-examine and steer community governance, e.g., to make the community
more attractive from the external environment or making its organizational and socio-technical processes known and more successful,
rather than more transparent. On one hand, these processes could be used in closed-source as well, e.g., to create more specialised and
eﬀective communities of developers. On the other hand, the same process should be further studied and enriched with an organizational
self-assessment and evolution part which is missing and yet may prove extremely beneﬁcial for community success. In general, traditional
team formation in software engineering (open-, closed-source or otherwise) could beneﬁt from further research on such speciﬁc practices
and policies.
5. Open-source communities pose particular attention to keeping track of developers’ reputation across the development network. This
and similar mechanisms increase the level of conﬁdence and engagement in community members. Based on our experience, closed-source
does little to adopt such mechanisms, e.g. steering teams based on employees’ reputation. We found that there is still much to learn from
studying open-source communities in this regard.
6. Public software forges value speed and performance over measurement and governance. Computing metrics across large open-source
forges, although useful for many governance-related reasons, revealed itself a costly endeavour, to be balanced out with the convenience
return on performance invested. As a consequence, our MetrOrg and MetroForge extensions, while present in Allura, were deactivated in
SourceForge given their performance requirements. Striking a balance between needed and eﬀective measurements to steer open-source
communities is still an open research question that deserves further attention.
17
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5.2

Lessons Learned

In the scope of this experimentation and the discussion of the results we learned four key lessons, potential design principles to be reapplied in
other software forges or concurrent programming environments.
Community Activity-Tracking Aids Awareness. All reported evidence discussed previously leads to conclude that members awareness and
their engagement in the practice of the community is increased. Even though we cannot currently show measurements for such an increase—
an endeavour we aim to compendiate in the future—we learned that providing for community-tracking is beneﬁcial towards encouraging the
engagement on the practices across the community. Speciﬁcally, even simply the statistics provided by the Allura people (see Sec. 4.1) reﬂect
engagement of open-source developers into completing their proﬁle on the platform, and this in turn remarks their engagement and a mutual
positive eﬀect on their peers derived from a better elaborated developer proﬁle.
Architecting the Forge is a Participatory Process. Like any type of software, the software that supports software design, maintenance, and
evolution—such as the forge that we have studied in the context of this research—needs to engage more actively on the public around its usage and
therefore become a participatory and more social process. On the one hand, this is evidenced by the critics moved to the Allura community after
certain modiﬁcations to it were applied. On the other hand, to the best of our knowledge, not even GitHub has a fully inclusive process behind the
maintenance and evolution of its inner workings; we are conﬁdent our ﬁndings may help in redesigning the forge more in line with this principle.
Community Support Needs to address Governance. Our ﬁndings and discussions—speciﬁcally the user feedback that led Allura to deactivate the TITANS extensions or the Allura focus on its perceived reputation by its users—seem to indicate that support for the governance
and community-tracking aspects behind forges is still rather scarse. Conversely, such mechanisms would be needed to keep track of essential community characteristics, avoiding nasty phenomena such as the emergence of so-called community smells 25,34 or even more traumatic
community-forking events18 .
Governance trades-oﬀ with Performance. Although the previous principle points out clearly the need for automated governance support, our
experience suggests that performance needs around the forge operations surpasses the necessities for governance. Although this seems to be the
classical innuendo between short-term gains—in terms of performance—and long-term beneﬁts—stemming from governance—one conclusion is
clear: an architecture trade-oﬀ analysis process needs to be enacted every time such a governance-related automated support is embedded into
the operations of the forge since such an addition might inﬂuence the software-related operations but also the communication and coordination
activities across those operations, which are equally, if not even majorly important.

5.3

Threats to Validity

We found at least two validity threat areas, i.e., external and internal 35 .

5.3.1

Threats to external validity

These threats concern the applicability of the results in a more general context. TITANS are intrinsically linked to a single context, i.e. that of Allura.
Also, their design and the requirements they were designed to pursue, were obtained from empirical research using a community of 50+ inquirers,
whose responses however, we noticed to lean towards academics who contribute in open-source. These threats limit and bias the nature of our
action research to the opinions of the people involved. We already increased external validity of TITANS extensions by exercising them in alternative
open-source forges such as GitHub though a prototype that served also to demonstrate the representation condition of said metrics. Moreover,
from a design perspective, we made sure that our development was incrementally validated by using constant feedback and evaluation sessions by
diversiﬁed forge contributors in Allura. These contributors included companies, and members of other open-source “institutes" such as the Apache
Foundation19 . Although validating the metrics we have introduced is something we plan for the future, we do argue that they represent a ﬁrst
attempt at characterising community awareness within open-source forges, allowing their members to know their own community more deeply and
contribute with a higher awareness as a result. Moreover, as previously stated, our results were driven by an initial list of requirements gathered
empirically by an online survey. This can compromise the initial list of requirements, biasing it towards the perception of the observers. Also, the
action research was driven by constant feedback by the community. This constant validation however, suﬀers from the bias intrinsic to many-eyes
phenomena. Finally, we modiﬁed our action research approach to integrate the constant community support, in a manner compatible with the
community’s contribution policies. Hence, our metrics and reference thresholds, as well as discovered community types and characteristics were
double-checked with core Allura contributors before implementation but still lack further objective evaluation beyond the work reported in this
article. At the same time, we understand that the targets and our own analysis for the survey results may have biased the extent to which speciﬁc
requirements have been pointed out in the scope of the TITANS extensions. For example, we aimed to provide support towards user-proﬁling,
18
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which itself could be critical or even risky to support gender-related aspects and similar tool support. We recognise these limitations and argue
that future work should look further into such interplays stemming from our work.

5.3.2

Threats to Construct Validity

In the scope of construct validity, we recognise several key shortcomings. For example, the way in which the community typing was applied is
elaborated fully in our previous work 36 but not validated in the scope of Allura. While self-containing all necessary details in this manuscript would
have made it impractical, the generalization of the same procedure outside of its validation boundaries might constitute a threat. Furthermore, any
biases introduced by our own analysis as well as the selected lens or scope, itself constitutes cause to threaten construct validity. In the future, we
plan to strengthen such validity shortcomings by automating community type detection and conducting more empirical experimentation around it.

5.3.3

Threats to internal validity

Threats in this category concern the generalisability of the methods used to study and analyse data (e.g. the types of bias involved). We used goalquestion-metrics (GQM) to structure the process of devising TITANS measurements for quantiﬁable and observable attributes during ethnography
- although we proved the metrics’ correctness by evaluating their representation condition, our approach and metrics framework currently oﬀers no
guarantee for the metrics’ completeness. We are planning further study of these aspects and shortcomings in the future, to address this limitation.
From a more methodological and analysis perspective, we however also report the possibility that some of our requirement exercises might have
suﬀered from observer bias. On the one hand, the requirements emerged directly from survey respondents and the authors or any research
connected to this work did not apply any interpretation on top of the mere content and frequency analysis of the survey responses. Conversely, we
cannot exclude that in the process of providing for the TITANS extensions an implicit and subconscious prerogative was given to speciﬁc features
- this remains a limitation of this study.

RELATED WORK

6

This section discusses related literature highlighting the importance of supporting organisational and social community aspects in open-source 37 .
Also, works that aim at proﬁling OSS software and surrounding communities is deﬁnitely related to TITANS. For example, works such as Ayala et
al.

12

or Samoladas et al. 14 aim at eliciting such a proﬁle to make sure that it is actually in line with envisioned expectations during software planning

or evolution. Although these works oﬀer proﬁling mechanisms from multiple perspectives, they elaborate only loosely on key OSS community
aspects such as engagement or formality. We have observed that such aspects are critical to make informed decisions concerning OSS and OSScommunity adoption. In support of these and similar aspects, we devised TITANS as a series of critical technical extensions that can support
open-source communities from a more organizational governance perspective and using automated means. TITANS does not wish to support
software evolution per se; rather, TITANS is meant as a tool that aids software communities in successfully making explicit and steering their
organizational and socio-technical dynamics.
In line with the idea of making explicit the structure and type of software development communities for their better steering, works in Siemens
by Joblin et al. 38 and even earlier work by Bohwmik 39 - these works are deﬁnitely related to the work outlined in this paper. Joblin et al., worked
extensively from a quantitative perspective to infer community structure in a number of open-source project, proposing a tool called CodeFace.
Their goal, however, is to learn from said structure and related aspects rather than instrumenting forges in making organisational and social structure more explicit. TITANS aims at ﬁlling this gap by making explicit the organisational and social characteristics which are key, e.g., to aid the
identiﬁcation of the types of governance and organization across the community. This information is useful for free-roaming contributors that may
be willing to commit to the open-source community. In our approach we gathered requirements to address these and similar aspects as Scacchi et
Al. 40 . Also, in our approach we strived to deliver a powerful organizational tool in support of socio-technical and organizational community aspects
in an automated fashion. Our assumption behind TITANS is that automated tools that keep track of key organizational and socio-technical metrics
are essential to make explicit and support community awareness aspects in open-source.
On the basis of the work by Joblin et al. 38 , empirical investigations have been conducted with the aim of enlarging the scope of CodeFace. This is,
for instance, the case of CodeFace4Smells 41 , which builds on top of the collaboration and communication networks identiﬁed by CodeFace in order
to identify instances of the so-called community smells, i.e., a set of sub-optimal conditions that may induce and/or increase social debt 42 . Tamburri
et al. 41 have experimented with CodeFace4Smells in the context of an empirical study aiming at assessing the diﬀuseness of community smells
in open-source projects, understanding the developer’s perceived harmfulness of the sub-optimal conditions identiﬁed by the tool, and identify
correlations between a set of known socio-technical metrics (e.g., the socio-technical congruence 43 ) and the emergence of community smells. Later
on, the correlations identiﬁed were also exploited by Palomba and Tamburri 44 to devise an automated mechanism, based on machine learning,
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able to predict the emergence of community smells. Along this direction, Huang et al. 45 exploited sentiment analysis to boost the community smell
predictive capabilities, while Almarini et al. 46 devised a genetic programming-inspired mechanism for detecting community smell instances.
More research on community smells has been conducted with the aim of verifying the community characteristics leading to the emergence
of socio-technical issues as well as on the impact of community smells on source code quality. Catolino et al. 47 devised a statistical modeling
approach to study the eﬀect of mixed teams on the likelihood of having community smells, showing that, in some cases, female developers can act
as mediators, hence reducing the risks of damaging community health. The same authors later extended this work with a survey study involving
practitioners, where they indicated that the gender-related considerations are not perceived as relevant indicators of community health 48 . More
recently, Catolino et al. 49 investigated the variability of community smells over time, pointing out the existence of community-related metrics that
may serve as a monitoring system for establishing community health, as well as the “refactoring” strategies applied by practitioners when mitigating
the eﬀects of community smells, proposing a catalog of best practices 50 .
When considering the impact of community smells on source code quality, Palomba et al. 51 proposed a machine learning-based instrument that
can estimate the harmfulness of code smells, i.e., poor implementation choices in source code 52 , based on a combination of community smells,
socio-technical metrics, and code quality factors. Similarly, a number of researchers have attempted to identify relations between socio-technical
aspects and properties of source code like defect-proneness 53,54,55,56 , change-proneness 57,58,59 , continuous integration build failures 60,61 , and
long-term sustainability of software communities 62,63,64 .
A complementary view on software health concerns with the analysis of open-source projects and their characteristics. In this respect, a vast
body of knowledge has been reported and synthetized through systematic literature reviews 65,66,67,68,69 . Furthermore, Tourani et al. 70 investigated
the code of conducts and its impact on the longevity of software communities, while Tamburri et al. 36 devised a tool to measure relevant characteristics to identify the underlying structure of a community. Lopez et al. 71 instead applied social network analysis to identify the main characteristics
of developers working in FLOSS systems.
With respect to most of the papers discussed above on community smells, patterns, and socio-technical metrics, there are two main points
that make our work diﬀerent. From a conceptual point of view, TITANS represents an attempt to make software communities aware by design:
this means that it does not primarily aim at identifying socio-technical problems or patterns, but rather it has the goal of measuring community
characteristics and making them explicitly available. In this sense, TITANS can be seen as a more general, conceptual approach that can be used
by practitioners to monitor software communities in a comprehensive manner. Perhaps more importantly, the goal of TITANS is that of supporting
the work of community shepherds through the identiﬁcation of the characteristics that might require actions. In other words, it can be seen as a
decision support system for steering the organizational and socio-technical dynamics of software communities. Other instruments, like community
smell detectors, community structure identiﬁers, or techniques for estimating the impact of socio-technical factors on products and processes, can
be ideally complemented and fully supported by TITANS as a complementary part of the measurements it performs.
Other works related to TITANS aim at establishing which governance practices are active in which types of open-source communities, e.g.,
for further evaluation of said practices against the productivity or liveliness of the community itself. An example is the work by Prattico 72 who
considered six communities supported by active open source foundations: Apache, Eclipse, GNOME, Plone, Python and SPI. Using computeraided text analysis of each foundation’s bylaws, Prattico noted that, although each foundation adopted diﬀerent terms, it was possible to identify
three common main power centers: the members of the community, the board of directors and the chairman of the community. For example, the
chairman of the community can be named by the board of directors, as in the Eclipse foundation, or elected by the members, as in the Debian
project. The board of directors is composed of people elected by the members. The board takes decisions about the piece of software it is in
charge of. Also, diﬀerent communities showed a diﬀerent distribution of power. Prattico concludes that said aspects are organisational and social
and may impact dearly on the future and well-being of the community. Nevertheless, the aspects Prattico observed were only made explicit after
extensive analysis. With TITANS we aim at making these aspects explicit by direct measurement of organisational and social indicators. diﬀerently
from TITANS, some tools are explicitly aimed at tackling one or more communication barriers in GSD, e.g., by allowing practitioners to talk with
remote colleagues in an easy and informal way. For example, the Jazz project, sponsored by IBM, added instant messaging features to the Eclipse
Platform, together with other tools that show which ﬁles are currently being edited by whom 73 . Also, a number of tools focus on supporting
activities such as distributed problem analysis, requirements elicitation and activity planning. For example, the tool MasePlanner is an Eclipse plugin with features for simple agile planning in distributed contexts. Users can create story cards shown in a common virtual workspace. Cards can be
organised and modiﬁed by project members to plan their activities. These tools, however, aim at supporting organisational and social aspects in
open-source by extracting information from forges. For example, tools proposed by the Libresoft group mine data extracted from code repositories,
malinglists, discussions and tracking systems 74 . The SeCold portal adopts mining techniques to build a shared knowledge base about several opensource projects, including explicit facts like code content and statements, as well as implicit data, such as the adopted license and the number of
clones produced from a project 75 . In similar studies, (e.g., the ALERT20 project) authors use ontologies to increase awareness by gathering and
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linking related information obtained from the diﬀerent tools adopted by the community, including structured and unstructured sources 76 . TITANS
makes no such technological assumptions and is not centred around an ontology. Rather, TITANS supports the work of a distributed software
development community by: (a) making it possible to express organisational and social characteristics of every individual; (b) using the intel behind
those characteristics to infer organisational and social community aspects inherited from organisations and social networks research 2,23 by direct
observation and measurement.

7

CONCLUSIONS

This article discusses an approach to make explicit and study community awareness in open-source. We gave an answer to our main research
question, namely:
RQ. To what extent can we make a previously existing open-source forge community-aware by design?
with several technical contributions among which: (a) four tool-extensions that implement elicited requirements into the Allura forge support
system; (b) a list of key lessons learned on the principles of forge design. Also, we answered the research question with a community awareness and
typing framework through which we also learned that community types represent patterns of organizational performance in software engineering
since they correlate strongly with relevant organizational performance metrics typical in open-source. We concluded that TITANS presented us
with several beneﬁts, for example, key design patterns and lessons we learned on Forge Design, a very intriguing software engineering topic of
which we barely scratched the surface. Moreover, the results we provide oﬀer ways to investigate the social and organisational aspects beyond
open-source success (or failure) across Allura, making it more similar to major successes such as GitHub. Using these results and TITANS extensions
may reveal essential lessons and best-practices from open-source software communities hosted on SourceForge exactly as much as GitHub FLOSS
communities are extensively studied. In the future we plan to further validate the mechanisms introduced in this paper both in open- and closedsource environments. Also, stemming from feedback received from the Allura community, we plan to research and validate innovative extensions
focusing on three components: (a) user indexing based on skills and contribution levels; (b) “help-wanted” advertising that dynamically matches
project categories with user skills and, eventually reputation tags (e.g. new users can ﬁnd potentially interesting projects); (c) more granular checkpointing of contributions by members, to enhance community interaction. According to community feedback from Allura, these extensions could
constitute additional forge design principles that contribute to enhancing the engagement and eﬀectiveness across open-source communities.
Moreover, we plan to further analyse SourceForge in a few months using data gathered by TITANS. Furthermore, this study is setting the base
to explore community-based open-source software governance. For example, TITANS metrics and community support mechanisms developed
in this paper can be further elaborated, e.g., in view of studying emerging concepts such as social debt in software engineering communities 42 . In
the future, we plan to generalise our approach and the metrics within into additional community-centric software development environments,
such as GitHub, for which we already developed a working prototype. Our goal is to use gathered metrics a basis for community maturity models
that extend process-based models such as CMMI. Finally, since many research questions emerge from the topics we highlighted in this work—for
example, how would other types of organizational dynamics inﬂuence the software process or product? And how does this aﬀect open-source
software development?—we aim at (1) generalising available knowledge in the state of the art through a conceptual and theoretical framework
to instrument further work in this area and (2) establishing the actual usefulness of supporting the various community aspects mentioned in the
paper: while some research has been conducted in this respect 36,47,51 , we believe that additional analyses would be fruitful and needed.
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